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Why do imitation and analogy fail?Why do imitation and analogy fail?

ImitationImitation
Children do imitate some thingsChildren do imitate some things
Children say things theyChildren say things they’’ve never heard beforeve never heard before
Children donChildren don’’t imitate when you want them tot imitate when you want them to

AnalogyAnalogy
I painted a red barn I painted a red barn I painted a blue barnI painted a blue barn
I painted a red barn I painted a red barn I painted a barn redI painted a barn red
I painted a red barn I painted a red barn I saw a red barnI saw a red barn
I painted a barn red I painted a barn red ** I saw a barn red** I saw a barn red

Imitation and analogy could be used a little bitImitation and analogy could be used a little bit
Claim is not that imitation and analogy do nothingClaim is not that imitation and analogy do nothing
---- rather, they clearly canrather, they clearly can’’t do everythingt do everything
---- they donthey don’’t appear to be the whole storyt appear to be the whole story

Development of Development of 
Speech PerceptionSpeech Perception

LIGN 171: Child Language Acquisition         LIGN 171: Child Language Acquisition         http://ling.ucsd.edu/courses/lign171http://ling.ucsd.edu/courses/lign171

What has to develop?What has to develop?

Sound WavesSound Waves The Vocal TractThe Vocal Tract
Fundamental FrequencyFundamental Frequency

Rate of vocal cord Rate of vocal cord 
vibrationvibration
Gives voice its Gives voice its 
characteristic pitch characteristic pitch 
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Development of Vocal TractDevelopment of Vocal Tract
Major articulators Major articulators 
(tongue, vocal cords) fully (tongue, vocal cords) fully 
formed by end of second formed by end of second 
trimester (week 22 or so)trimester (week 22 or so)

Vocal tract does not Vocal tract does not 
reach adult shape and reach adult shape and 
length until laterlength until later

Grows from about 6Grows from about 6--8 cm 8 cm 
in an infant to 15in an infant to 15--18 cm in 18 cm in 
an adultan adult

7 months7 months

adultadult

Acoustics of SpeechAcoustics of Speech

Fundamental frequencyFundamental frequency
Carries prosodic Carries prosodic 
informationinformation
Depends on vibration Depends on vibration 
rate of vocal cordsrate of vocal cords

Depends on size of vocal Depends on size of vocal 
cordscords

Varies by age, sex, etc.Varies by age, sex, etc.

FormantsFormants

English VowelsEnglish Vowels
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ConsonantsConsonants
[ f ]                [ θ ]              [ s ]              [ š ]

    [ v ]               [ đ ]             [ z ]                [ ž ]

Alveolar  vs. postAlveolar  vs. post--
alveolar fricatives alveolar fricatives 

e.g., [s] e.g., [s] vsvs [[šš] ] 
Distinguished by Distinguished by 
frequency (alveolar frequency (alveolar 
higher)higher)

LabioLabio--dental dental vsvs interinter--
dental fricativesdental fricatives

e.g., [f] e.g., [f] vsvs [[θθ]]
Distinguished by Distinguished by 
formant transitions of formant transitions of 
vowelsvowels

SpectrogramSpectrogram The EarThe Ear

Outer ear Outer ear 
acts as a acts as a 
resonance resonance 
chamberchamber

Amplifies Amplifies 
sounds at its sounds at its 
resonant resonant 
frequency frequency 
(~3000 Hz)(~3000 Hz)

The Middle EarThe Middle Ear
Structures in the Structures in the 
middle ear middle ear 
function to function to 
transmit sound transmit sound 
energy to inner energy to inner 
earear

Amplifies energy Amplifies energy 
about 80xabout 80x

Results in about Results in about 
50% of energy 50% of energy 
crossing air/fluid crossing air/fluid 
boundaryboundary

The Inner EarThe Inner Ear
Structures in Structures in 
the inner ear the inner ear 
transmit transmit 
information information 
about sound about sound 
to brainto brain
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The CochleaThe Cochlea

Basilar membrane Basilar membrane 
helps to identify helps to identify 
frequency of incoming frequency of incoming 
soundsound

Mechanical motion of Mechanical motion of 
the membrane the membrane 
translated to electrical translated to electrical 
signals in nervessignals in nerves

Development of the Development of the 
auditory systemauditory system

The First TrimesterThe First Trimester
Week 6:Week 6:

Passageways for inner Passageways for inner 
ear start to formear start to form

Week 8: Week 8: 
Ears recognizableEars recognizable

Week 10:Week 10:
Outer ears close to Outer ears close to 
final formfinal form

Week 12: Week 12: 
Ears move up to side Ears move up to side 
of headof head

The Second TrimesterThe Second Trimester
Week 15:Week 15:

Ears almost reached final Ears almost reached final 
positionposition
EarbonesEarbones in middle ear in middle ear 
begin to hardenbegin to harden

Week 18:Week 18:
Baby begins to hearBaby begins to hear
May startle in response to May startle in response to 
loud sounds loud sounds 
As hearing improves, can As hearing improves, can 
distinguish conversationsdistinguish conversations

Week 24:Week 24:
Fully developed inner earFully developed inner ear

The Third TrimesterThe Third Trimester

Throughout the third trimester until birth Throughout the third trimester until birth 
(week 40) babies are able to hear the (week 40) babies are able to hear the 
sounds they are surrounded bysounds they are surrounded by

Amniotic fluid Amniotic fluid 
Blurs phonetic detailBlurs phonetic detail
Leaves rhythm (fundamental frequency) intactLeaves rhythm (fundamental frequency) intact

What does a fetus hear?What does a fetus hear?

Womb acts as a lowWomb acts as a low--pass filter (~ 400 Hz)pass filter (~ 400 Hz)
Pregnant volunteers had microphones inserted onto the Pregnant volunteers had microphones inserted onto the 
(outside) wall of the uterus(outside) wall of the uterus
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What does a fetus or What does a fetus or 
newborn know about newborn know about 

language?language?

Methods for MeasurementMethods for Measurement
How do you measure what a How do you measure what a 
fetus knows?fetus knows?

Measure movement (kicking) or Measure movement (kicking) or 
heart rate with ultrasound heart rate with ultrasound 
(essentially)(essentially)
Play a sound to the fetus Play a sound to the fetus 
(speakers next to abdomen)(speakers next to abdomen)
Wait until it gets bored Wait until it gets bored 
(habituation)(habituation)
Play a different soundPlay a different sound
If the fetus moves or its heart rate If the fetus moves or its heart rate 
changes, it detected the changechanges, it detected the change

Methods for MeasurementMethods for Measurement
For postFor post--natal studies:natal studies:

HighHigh--amplitude sucking techniqueamplitude sucking technique

Good for very young infants (who Good for very young infants (who 
excel at sucking)excel at sucking)

Measure pressure produced by Measure pressure produced by 
suckingsucking
Play a sound to the babyPlay a sound to the baby
Wait until it gets bored Wait until it gets bored 
(habituation)(habituation)
Play a different soundPlay a different sound
If the increases its sucking rate, it If the increases its sucking rate, it 
detected the changedetected the change

What does a fetus know?What does a fetus know?
DoesnDoesn’’t know the meanings of wordst know the meanings of words
WonWon’’t recognize the phonemes of t recognize the phonemes of 
their languagetheir language

A fetus can distinguishA fetus can distinguish
Language Language vsvs nonnon--languagelanguage
Differences in musical styleDifferences in musical style
Mother Mother vsvs nonnon--mothermother

Prefer motherPrefer mother’’s in s in uteroutero voice to exvoice to ex--uteroutero
voicevoice
Prefer motherPrefer mother’’s exs ex--uteroutero voice to nonvoice to non--
mothermother’’s voices voice

Starting to learn the rhythm of their Starting to learn the rhythm of their 
native languagenative language

What does a newborn know?What does a newborn know?
Newborns prefer their native Newborns prefer their native 
languagelanguage

DonDon’’t discriminate between t discriminate between 
different other languagesdifferent other languages
French babies prefer French to French babies prefer French to 
Russian or EnglishRussian or English

Why? What differs about Why? What differs about 
these (and other) languages?these (and other) languages?

The Rhythmic Class HypothesisThe Rhythmic Class Hypothesis

Evidence shows that young infants can Evidence shows that young infants can 
distinguish languages with different types of distinguish languages with different types of 
rhythm (English rhythm (English vsvs Japanese), but not Japanese), but not 
languages with the same type of rhythm (English languages with the same type of rhythm (English 
vsvs Dutch)Dutch)

Rhythm is one of the first things an infant learns Rhythm is one of the first things an infant learns 
about his/her languageabout his/her language

Between birth and 2 months Between birth and 2 months –– learn rhythmlearn rhythm
From five months From five months –– learn aspects of native languagelearn aspects of native language
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RhythymRhythym in Languagein Language
Stress timed languages (e.g., English)Stress timed languages (e.g., English)

Words typically have a strongWords typically have a strong--weak stress patternweak stress pattern
MAtheMAticsMAtheMAtics PENcilPENcil

Syllable timed languages (e.g., French)Syllable timed languages (e.g., French)
All syllables in a word stressed equallyAll syllables in a word stressed equally
mathematiquemathematique

Mora timed languages (e.g., Japanese)Mora timed languages (e.g., Japanese)
All All morasmoras given equal time; light given equal time; light vsvs heavy syllablesheavy syllables
Honda = hoHonda = ho--nn--dada

MothereseMotherese
Is infantIs infant--directed speechdirected speech

Stress patterns are exaggerated Stress patterns are exaggerated 
Prosodic contours (intonation) are exaggeratedProsodic contours (intonation) are exaggerated

ArenAren’’t YOU a nice t YOU a nice BAbyBAby??

Some cultures have no specific infantSome cultures have no specific infant--directed directed 
speech speech –– children in these cultures learn the children in these cultures learn the 
language just finelanguage just fine

Is it necessary? Maybe useful? Irrelevant? Is it necessary? Maybe useful? Irrelevant? 
(people talk to their pets this way too(people talk to their pets this way too……))

What problems does the baby solve as What problems does the baby solve as 
she learns to perceive a native language?she learns to perceive a native language?

How do our brains identify phonetic segments?How do our brains identify phonetic segments?
Speech is really Speech is really reallyreally fast (25fast (25--30 segments/second)30 segments/second)
Speech is continuousSpeech is continuous

The Lack of Invariance problemThe Lack of Invariance problem
Phonetic segments are not acoustically consistentPhonetic segments are not acoustically consistent

Context (coContext (co--articulation)articulation)
Individual differences (men Individual differences (men vsvs women women vsvs children)children)
Individual variation (people arenIndividual variation (people aren’’t consistent)t consistent)
People donPeople don’’t even try to be consistent (situational rate of speech)t even try to be consistent (situational rate of speech)

Noise!Noise!
Articulation is messy (signal is imperfect from the start)Articulation is messy (signal is imperfect from the start)
Trains, vacuum cleaners, etc.Trains, vacuum cleaners, etc.


